
Leamington & County Golf Club 
Board Meeting Minutes 
Monday 7th August 2017 

 
Present: The Chairman Malcolm Lines (ML), The President Chris Lees (CL), The Captain Roy Scott 
(RSc), Richard Cumberland (RC), Angela Eadon (AE), Graham Ford (GF), Tony Jones (TJ) and Club 
Manager Bryan Frazer (BF) 
 
Apologies: David Chamley (DC) and John O’Kelly (JOK) 
 

1. The minutes of the previous meeting having been circulated were accepted as a true record. 
 

2. Matters Arising: 
2.1: ML had been unable to get a response from Wasps regarding speakers BF was asked to 
speak to Geoff Tedstone re where Warwick School booked their speakers. 

 
3. Finance: 

3.1: RC explained the end of June figures, which had been circulated. RC noted nothing much 
had changed the bar was still an issue, clearly, we are not offering what a member’s want 
but establishing what they want was proving difficult. Lizzie Scott had come up some good 
ideas at the strategy meeting which were being pursued but ML pointed out looking at the 
accounts and actions of other local clubs L&CGC are not the only club having issues. GF 
shared an experience at a recent “Blues & Tapas” evening at Coventry Hearsall where 6 
people turned up. RSc once again raised the issue of the bar levy being restricted to bar 
purchases, this was opposed by AE for the same reasons previously discussed, there was 
some discussion as to the effectiveness of the levy and did we still need one but no decision 
was made on this point. 
3.2: There was discussion on the Half Year Report that had been circulated by ML. Its 
contents and tone were accepted by the meeting but some felt it was too long for members 
to read. It was agreed that ML would look to re structure and shorten the report and this 
would then be posted to the web site and a short paragraph directing members to it would 
be included as the up-front message in Weekly Updates. ML explained that this issue had 
been no different in previous years where other than for windfall incomes the club had 
made no significant surplus in the last 10 years. TJ suggested that given the excellent 
condition of the golf course this was a good time to be making such a request. A provisional 
date for an SGM was agreed as Wednesday 15th November 2017. 
It was agreed that in keeping with other local clubs we would suspend the joining fee and 
that BF and RSc would use this to best advantage when advertising the autumn open day set 
for the 16th September. There followed conversation surrounding director’s ideas on areas 
where savings might be found and ML RC and BF agreed to look in detail at expenditure 
before the next meeting.   

 
4. Club Managers Report: 

4.1: BF explained we had recruited 4 new members this month and was still dealing with 
enquiries received at the Open Day.  There were still issues with Flexible Membership in the 
ladies section but BF was sure this could be resolved. 
4.2: The MOC had supported the purchase of a 40ft container to store the new buggies in 
over the winter which would also allow us to offer storage and charging for members with 
single seat buggies. Although minded to support the idea BF was asked to get costing on the 
base requires. 



4.3: The forms for changing the card provider, saving circa £300 per year, required 2 
directors to supply basic information ML and RC agreed to provide this.  
4.4: The issue of a member caught with three guests on the course who had not paid a green 
fee was discussed and RSc and BF were requested to obtain more detailed information. 
 

5. AOB: 
5.1: ML explained the H45 site had been included in the now adopted Local Plan and one 
could expect a planning application to be submitted soon.  
 
There being no other business the meeting was closed at 8.32pm and the next meeting set 
for Monday 11th September 2017 at 6.00pm.  

 
 


